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The STANLEY® laser product range enables 
professionals across the construction, building and 
surveying �elds to measure with dependable accuracy 
and complete con�dence in the task.

STANLEY® offer a wide range of professional laser tools to 
make the perfect start to any construction project.

• Levelling 

• Foundation form work

• Surface levelling

• Gradings & drainage

•  Roads, paths & driveways 

• Landscaping

SITE LAYOUT
Set out walls and internal structures imply and accurately.

•  Squaring up walls, doors 
and windows

•  Structural steelwork & 
scaffolding

•  Electrical & plumbing 
installation

FIRST FIX
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MEASURING
Essential measuring tools for 
large and small distances. Choose 
from measuring wheels for site 
layout or laser tools to work out 
areas volumes and angles with 
ease.

LEVELLING
Horizontal, vertical and point to 
point for interior and exterior 
applications. Level with precise 
accuracy over distances as far as 
600 metres.

DETECTING
Avoid damange, discover 
potential problems or ensure a 
sound �xing - easy to achieve 
with the STANLEY® detector 
range.

Ensure precision alignment of �xtures and �ttings.

• Suspended ceilings

• Partition walling

• Electrical layout

• Overhead lighting

• Multipoint alignment

• Tracks & trunking  

• Pipework

SECOND FIX
Perfect placement for decoration, home entertainment �xtures 
and furnishings.

• Wallpapering & tiling 

• Interior decorating

•  Kitchen & bathrooom 
installation

•  Shelving 

• Cabinet fitting

• Borders & dado rails

FINISHING
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STANLEY® has been the professional tradesman’s 

champion since 1843. 

Insight, invention and innovation have always been at the 

heart of everything we do. From creating classics like the 

STANLEY® knife and the Powerlock® tape, to introducing 

the new STANLEY® Laser tool range for professionals.

We offer the world’s largest range of hand and power 

tools, everyone of which is designed with professional 

insights, tested in professional environments, and 

manufactured to professional standards.

ABOUT LASER TOOLS 
To help select the right tool for the task, it’s important to 

understand some basic features and speci�cations.

WHAT IS A LASER?
LASER stands for ‘Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission 

of Radiation’. A diode is used to create a concentrated laser 

beam of light in one wavelength. The shorter the wavelength the 

brighter and more visible the laser beam. STANLEY® lasers have a 

standard wavelength of 635 nanometers, which is suitable for use 

up to 300m.

IP RATING
When working in dusty and damp conditions, 

the IP rating of the laser is also important. 

A selection of STANLEY® lasers are rated 

IP54 (dust resistant and splash proof) or IP66 

(dust resistant and completely waterproof) 

- important for tools used predominently 

outdoors and on site layout tasks.

 
SAFETY
We take safety very seriously and all our 

Laser tools are CE compliant and meet 

international safety standards. Lasers are 

classed from 1 up to 4 in terms of potential 

hazard. STANLEY® laser classes range 

from class 1 up to class 2M, which pose 

little or no hazard. As a guide, the following 

classi�cation descriptions apply:

Class 1 - Poses no threat of biological 

damage.

Class 2 - The output could harm a person 

if they

were to stare into a beam for a long period 

of time.

Class 2M - Lasers have a divergent beam and may be hazardous 
if an optical instrument is placed in front of the eye such as a 

magnifying glass.

THESTANLEY®

STANDARD
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ROTARY LEVELS

LEVELING 

LINE LEVELS / POINT LEVELSOPTICAL LEVELS

TRUE LASER MEASURERS

For interior and exterior use up to 
200m. Measure distance, calculate areas and angles 
at the touch of a button.

MEASURING 

MEASURING WHEELS

For large distances,
site survey and 
setting out.

MOISTURE DETECTOR

Detects moisture up to 44% for 
brick, masonry and drywall

DETECTING

SENSORS

Detect studwork , pipes and electrical 
cable runs.

THE PRO’S 
ADVICE
GETTING THE RIGHT LASER TOOL FOR THE JOB

For outside and inside use 
up to 600m.

For inside and outside use up to 50m.For outside use up to 107m. 

200m. Measure distance, calculate areas and angles 
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LEVELLING
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THE PRO’S 
ADVICE

From groundworks upwards, starting with the basics is essential to 

the smooth running of every construction project.

The STANLEY® laser level range provides every type of laser tool 

designed for pinpoint accuracy from small to large distances, inside 

and out.

Choose from the four types of lasers shown opposite, each suited 

to speci�c tasks and distances and all designed to make setting 

out quick and accurate.

ESTABLISH YOUR GROUND - RIGHT FROM THE START

A LASER LEVEL FOR EVERY JOB ROTARY LASER LEVELS

Ideal for outdoor use up to 600m working 
range

STANLEY® Rotary Lasers emit a 3600 level line 
around the entire unit and are typically used with 
surveying tripods or mounting brackets. 

The rotation of a single laser beam appears as a line around the 
room and work well inside structures. For outside work, a laser 
detector and glasses may be required.

POINT LASER LEVELS

Ideal for interior use up to 30m 

These lasers produce a single or multiple dot of 
reference on the wall or work surface. 

Ideal for providing a reference point or laser plumb 
bob.

OPTICAL LEVELS

Ideal for outdoor use up to 107m 
working range from 24x to 32x 
magni�cation

Instead of a laser beam, optical levels employ 
precise lenses with up to 32 x magni�cation for 
accuracy over large distances, the STANLEY® Optical level range is 
ideal for setting out on site.

LINE / MULTI LINE LASER LEVELS

Ideal for indoor use up to 50m  
working range

Line levels emit a line in either a single line or a 
cross con�guration. 

Some STANLEY® line levels emit lines in one 
direction, on to a single wall or workspace, whereas others are also 
capable of emitting an additional line to help marking out squares.
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Shown below are typical levelling functions that can be achieved with the STANLEY® range.  
For specific features and functions, see following pages.

RO
TA

RY
 L

EV
EL

S

Horizontal 360º Beam
with Vertical Spot and
Plumb Bob

Slope +/- 10%              

Vertical 360º Beam
with 2x Horizontal
Spots

Horizontal 360º beam 
with vertical spot

Scanning horizontal
with vertical spot

Vertical Rotary 
360º Beam

Slope +/- 10% with 
Vertical Spot and 
Plumb Bob

Vertical 360º beam 
with horizontal spot

Scanning Horizontal
with Vertical Spot
and Plumb Bob

Slope +/- 10%
with Vertical Spot

Horizontal Rotary
360º Beam

1x Vertical Line

Horizontal Beam with
Plumb Bob

2x Vertical Spots 
Plumb Bob

1x Cross Line and
Plumb Bob

1x Cross Line with
Plumb Bob

2x Cross Line with 
Plumb Bob

Vertical Line and
Return

3x Cross Line with 
Vertical Back Line 
and Plumb Bob

LI
N

E 
/ M

U
LT

I L
IN

E 
 L

EV
EL

S

1x Horizontal Line

1x Horizontal Line

3x Cross Line with 
Plumb Bob

Cross Line and Return

SP
O

T 
LE

VE
LS

5 Spot Horizontal Back Line 5 Spot with Horizontal
Back Line

3 Spot

LEVELLING FUNCTIONS
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The STANLEY® Rotary Lasers range includes models ideal for site layout 
as well as �rst and second �x applications - for more information refer 
to the table opposite that shows which model is best suited to your 
task.

WORKING OUTDOORS

Exterior tasks such as setting a gradient, setting culverts and drainage, 
concrete driveways etc. require models with a faster RPM for improved 
ranged. However, the line may not be visible to the human eye in bright 
sunlight, so you may need to use a STANLEY® laser detector and 
glasses to �nd the exact location of the laser line. 

Note that detectors work better with faster rotations and the minimum 
RPM of the unit must be at least 600 for the detector to work.

USING LASER DETECTORS

STANLEY® Laser Detectors are designed to be mounted to level rods 
for setting out and gradient work. In addition to LCD indication screens, 
they also produce an audible alert to guide the user toward 
an accurate level. Short beeps indicate proximity to level and a steady 
tone indicates target level.

For information on specific detectors, see the accessories on page 56.

ROTATION SPEED

STANLEY® Rotary Lasers come with either a �xed or variable rotation 
speed or RPM (Rotations Per Minute). A faster RPM is dimmer but 
travels farther (so provides a greater projection range) whereas a slower 
RPM does not travel as far but is brighter and easier to see. In models 
with a variable rotation speed, it is therefore advisable to use a slower 
RPM when working inside and a faster RPM when outside for longer 
range.

Another useful feature of some STANLEY® Rotary laser level models is 
the opportunity to set the RPM to zero for use as a dot laser.

ROTARY LASER LEVELS

MODEL / SKU

FMHT1
77441

RL HW+
1-77-429

A
PP

LI
CA

TI
O

N
S

Working range / exterior diameter 60 / 600m 60 / 600m

Remote range - 40m

Number of beams 1 3

Beam direction Rotary
Rotary, Up, 

Down

Scanning angle - 10°-45°-90°

Rotation Speed (RPM) 600
0 - 150 -
300 - 600

IP Rating IP66 IP66

Battery type
1 Rechargeable 

Ni-Mh
1 Rechargeable 

Ni-Mh

Battery life from full charge 20hrs 20hrs

A
PP

LI
CA

TI
O

N
S

SI
TE

 L
AY

O
U

T Levelling & foundation form work ◼ ◼
Surface levelling, gradings & drainage ◼ ◼
Levelling roads, paths and driveways  
& Landscaping

◼ ◼

FI
RS

T 
FI

X Squaring up walls, doors and windows ◼ ◼
Structural steelwork & scaffolding ◼ •
Electrical & plumbing installation ◼

SE
CO

N
D

 F
IX Suspended ceilings & partition walling • ◼

Electrical layout, overhead lighting  
& multipoint alignment • ◼
Tracks, trunking and pipework ◼ ◼

FI
N

IS
H

IN
G

Wallpapering, tiling &  
interior decorating •
Kitchen & bathrooom installation •
Shelving, cabinets, borders & dado rails •

KE
Y 

FU
N

CT
IO

N
S

Pulse diode ✔ ✔

Automatic levelling ✔ ✔

Horizontal levelling ✔ ✔

Levelling & vertical alignment ✔

Squares ✔

Slopes / angles ✔ ✔

ROTARY LASER LEVELS SPECIFICATION

◼ IDEAL FOR     • SUITABLE FOR

RL HW+FMHT1
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•  Horizontal or vertical laser line

• Lot up (green) and down (red)

• 10% manual tilt

• 1/4 “and 5/8” thread for Befstigung     
    on a tripod

• Anti-drift system

Model / SKU: RL HVPW-G (FMHT1-77441)

Laser types
(point/line/rotation) Rotation/Point

Leveling Automatic H/V

Accuracy (point) 1mm@10m

Accuracy 
(line / rotation) 

1.5mm @30m (h)
3mm @30m (v)

Laser Color Green

Number of points 
3: 1 line - 2 points

Point direction Horizontal/Vertical

Leveling time ≥ 20 Seconds

Thread for adapter 5/8

Working range with receiver 5°

Power supply
4.8 VDC Ni-MH

battery pack

Operating time ≥ 12 hours (Ni-MH)

Operating -10° > 40°C

IP classi�cation info IP66

Scan mode Yes

Battery
Ni-MH battery pack 

(included)

Horizontal Rotary
360º Beam

Vertical Rotary 
360º Beam

Slope +/- 10%              

FATMAX HVPW-G ROTATION LASER, GREEN

Indoor Use

10% manual tilt 

Horizontal or vertical laser line

1/4 “and 5/8” thread for 
Befstigung on a tripod 

Lot up (green) and down (red) 
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•  Built for site conditions, the RL HW+ 
provides clear and accurate leveling for 
groundworks including gradients of up 
to 10%

• Working range 600m

•  Rotating head can be set up for a 10% 
slope (manual grade)

• Drop proof glass enclosed beacon

• Anti-drift system

•  Rugged handle and rubber mouldings 
add extra strengh

• Glass enclosed head, rated to IP66

• Hard case
• Target plate
• Detector

• Charger
• Battery

KIT CONTENTS:

Model / SKU: RL HW+ / 1-77-429

Working range /  
exterior diameter 60 / 600m

Accuracy  
(rotary horizontal) ±10” / 1.5mm @ 30m

Accuracy (rotary vertical) ±20” / 3 mm @ 30 m

Accuracy (dot up) -

Accuracy (dot down) -

Laser diode 635nm

Laser class 2

Levelling range 5°

Manual slope range ±10%

Digital slope range -

Tilt mode -

Rotation Speed (RPM) 600

Battery type 1 Rechargeable Ni-Mh

Battery life from  
full charge 20hrs

Dimensions (l x w x h) 210 x 126 x 173 mm

Weight
1.1 kg ± 3%  

(without battery)

Horizontal Rotary
360º Beam

Vertical Rotary 
360º Beam

Slope +/- 10%              

RL HW+  FATMAX® OUTDOOR ROTATING LASER

Outdoor Use

Glass enclosed head for laser protection

Drop proof glass enclosed beacon - 
for on site durability

Rubber moulded casing - provides enhanced 
grip and shock protection

Threaded socket for tripod mounting
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STANLEY® Point Lasers provide accurate reference for 

precise positioning of door and window frames, pipework and 

ventilation ducting, electrical installations and more. 

Emitting a laser spot or multiple spots they highlight exact 

positions for drill holes or mounting points for timbers, pipes, 

studwork or wall cabinets.

Both the SLP3 and SLP5 contain ‘out of level’ sensors 

to ensure quick and accurate repositioning when needed.  

Projecting multiple beams (both from the front and 

downwards), it is easy to mark out squares for internal walls, 

cabinets etc... 

Both models can be used as stand alone units but can also 

be used with mounting accessories for more versatile leveling 

tasks. The magnetically damped pendulums also lock for safe 

transportation. 

POINT LASER LEVELS

MODEL / SKU

SLP5
1-77-319

SP
EC

IF
IC

AT
IO

N

Working range 30m (dot) / 10m (line)

Number of beams 5

Beam direction Up, Down, 3 @ 90°

Beam fan angle 120°

Number of lines 1

Line direction Horizontal

Tilt warning (alarm) Yes

IP Rating IP54

Battery type 3 x AA

Battery life 16hrs

A
PP

LI
CA

TI
O

N
S

SI
TE

 L
AY

O
U

T Levelling & foundation form work

Surface levelling, gradings & drainage

Levelling roads, paths and driveways  
& Landscaping

FI
RS

T 
FI

X Squaring up walls, doors and windows ◼
Structural steelwork & scaffolding ◼
Electrical & plumbing installation ◼

SE
CO

N
D

 F
IX Suspended ceilings & partition walling ◼

Electrical layout, overhead lighting  
& multipoint alignment ◼
Tracks, trunking and pipework ◼

FI
N

IS
H

IN
G

Wallpapering, tiling &  
interior decorating

Kitchen & bathrooom installation

Shelving, cabinets, borders & dado rails

KE
Y 

FU
N

CT
IO

N
S

Pulse diode

Automatic levelling ✔

Horizontal levelling ✔

Levelling & vertical alignment

Squares ✔

Plumb line ✔

Slopes / angles

POINT LASER LEVELS SPECIFICATION

◼ IDEAL FOR     • SUITABLE FOR

SLP5
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5 Spot Horizontal Back Line 5 Spot with Horizontal
Back Line

•  Multiple spots allow accurate setting of 
partitions, pipe runs and point to point 
layouts. 

•  Projects 5 beams: 3 horizontal, 1 vertical 
and 1 plumb line

•  30m spot/ 10m line working range 

•  Self levelling design with ‘out of true’ 
level sensor

•  Special magnetic base for attaching to 
rails with pivoting mount

•  Magnetically dampended pendulum with 
lock for safe transportation

•  Rated to IP54 to protect against dust and 
water splashes

• Camera tripod
• Target plate

• Batteries
• Pouch

KIT CONTENTS:

SLP5 POINT LASERS

Model / SKU: SLP5 / 1-77-319

Working range 10m (Line) /  
30m (Dot)

Accuracy (dot)
3mm @ 15m (H)
3mm @ 15m (U)
6mm @ 15m (D)

Laser diode 635nm

Laser class 2

Levelling 4°

IP Rating IP54

Battery type 3 x AA

Battery life 16hrs

Dimensions 
(l x w x h)

137 x 77 x 152 mm

Weight
550g ± 3%  

(without battery)

5 beams, 3 horizontal, 
1 vertical, 1 plumb

Additional horizontal back line >120°

Magnetically dampened pendulum 
- prevents damage in transit

Magnetic base and threaded socket 
for tripod or �xture mounting 

Out of level indicator

Outdoor UseIndoor Use
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STANLEY® Line Lasers emit precise lines with high visibility and are 
designed for use by the professional user. 

Fully featured models include self leveling pendulums and ‘out of true’ 
indicators for instant leveling at the push of a button. 

Compact and rugged design make them versatile on site with some 
models capable of long working range allowing them to be used 
outdoors (note that a beam detector may be required).

Fully compatible with tripod, mounts and poles, STANLEY® line lasers 
provide an accurate guide throughout the build process whether for 
site layout or partition walls, kitchen �tting and more.

Choose from cross line lasers, essential for precise squares for tiling 
or suspended ceiling installations, or multi lines for complex levelling 
functions.

Models in the range include beam lock facilities so that you can create 
or follow angles quick and easily. Simple push button operation also 
leaves hands free for marking or mounting �xtures.

CROSS & MULTI LINE LASERS
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MODEL / SKU

CROSS LINE

SCL 1-77-320 SCL-D 1-77-321 STHT1-77340 STHT1-77137

SP
EC

IF
IC

AT
IO

N

Working range 10m 15m (line) 30m (dot) 8mm 10m

Working range with detector 25m 50m No No

Number of beams - 2

Beam direction - Up, Down

Number of lines 2 2 2 4

Line direction Cross (1V / 1H) Cross (1V / 1H) Cross (1V / 1H) Line (360V / 1H)

Pulse mode Yes Yes No Yes

Manual mode Yes Yes No Yes

IP Rating IP54 IP54 IP5X IP5X

Battery type 3 x AA 3 x AA 2 x AA 3 x AA

Battery life 18 10 20 8

A
PP

LI
CA

TI
O

N
S

SI
TE

 L
AY

O
U

T Levelling & foundation form work ◼
Surface levelling, gradings & drainage

Levelling roads, paths and driveways  
& Landscaping

FI
RS

T 
FI

X Squaring up walls, doors and windows ◼
Structural steelwork & scaffolding ◼
Electrical & plumbing installation ◼ •

SE
CO

N
D

 F
IX Suspended ceilings & partition walling •

Electrical layout, overhead lighting  
& multipoint alignment ◼ •
Tracks, trunking and pipework ◼ ◼

FI
N

IS
H

IN
G

Wallpapering, tiling & interior 
decorating ◼ ◼ ◼
Kitchen & bathrooom installation vav ◼ ◼
Shelving, cabinets, borders & dado rails ◼ ◼ ◼

KE
Y 

FU
N

CT
IO

N
S

Pulse diode ✔ ✔ ✔

Automatic levelling ✔ ✔ ✔

Horizontal levelling ✔ ✔ ✔

Levelling & vertical alignment ✔ ✔ ✔

Squares ✔ ✔ ✔

Plumb line ✔

Slopes / angles

CROSS & MULTI LINE LASERS SPECIFICATION

◼ IDEAL FOR     • SUITABLE FOR

SCL 1-77-320 SCL-D 1-77-321 STHT1-77340 STHT1-77137
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1x Horizontal Line Vertical Line and
Return

Cross Line and Return

•  Pulsed beam mode allows operation 
outdoors in combination with the 
detector (not included)

•  Can be used amost anywhere for  
surface leveling

•  Use for structural steelwork and 
scaffolding. Also ideal for plumbing and 
electrical installations as well as lighter 
duty tasks such as decorating, shelving 
and borders.

• 10 metre working range

•  Projects 1 horizontal and 1 vertical line to 
create a cross line

•  Magnetically dampended pendulum with 
lock for safe transportation

• Out of true level sensor

•  For full details of all available accessories, 
please see page 56

• Laser Grid Target
• Laser Glasses
•  Wall mounting bracket 

with 5/8” bracket

•  Rechargeable  
batteries AA (4)

•  Mini Tripod with  
1/4” thread

KIT CONTENTS:

SCL BEAM SELF-LEVELLING CROSS LINE LASER

Model / SKU: SCL / 1-77-320

Projects 1 horizontal and 1 vertical 
line to create a cross line

Pulsed beam mode for interior or 
exterior use

Out of true level sensor

Self leveling design

Overmoulded case for durability

Working range 10m

Working range  
with detector 25m

Accuracy (line) 0.2mm @ 1m

Laser diode 2 x 635 nm

Laser class 1

Levelling range 4°

IP Rating IP54

Battery type / Battery life 3 x AA / 18hrs

Dimensions (l x w x h) 123 x 79 x 103 mm

Weight
350g ± 3%  

(without battery)

Outdoor UseIndoor Use
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Vertical Line and
Return

1x Horizontal Line 2x Vertical Spots 
Plumb Bob

1x Cross Line with
Plumb Bob

•  Pulsed beam mode allows operation 
outdoors in combination with the 
detector (supplied)

•  2 beams allow for horizontal, vertical  
or crossbeam alignment. 

•  2 x additional beams provide plumb 
line accuracy for electrical and pipework 
installation. Multipoint alignment for 
versatile application.

•  30 metre range (spot laser) / 50 metre 
range (line laser) with detector supplied

•  Projects 1 horizontal and 1 vertical line to 
create a cross line

•  Magnetically dampended pendulum with 
lock for safe transportation

• Out of true level sensor

•  For full details of all available accessories, 
please see page 56

• Laser Grid Target
• Laser Glasses
•  Wall mounting bracket 

with 5/8” bracket

•  Rechargeable 
batteries AA (4)

•  Mini Tripod with  
1/4” thread

KIT CONTENTS:

SCL-D BEAM SELF-LEVELLING CROSS LINE LASER WITH PLUMB

Model / SKU: SCL-D / 1-77-321

Project 2 beams : 1 vertical and 1 plumb

Pulsed beam mode for interior or 
exterior use

Projects 1 horizontal and 1 vertical  
line to create a cross line

Magnetically dampended pendulum

Out of true level sensor

Working range 15m (line) / 30m (dot)

Working range  
with detector 50m

Accuracy (dot & line) 0.2mm @ 1m

Laser diode 4 x 635nm

Laser class 2

Levelling range 4°

IP Rating IP54

Battery type / Battery life 3 x AA / 10hrs

Dimensions (l x w x h) 123 x 79 x 103 mm

Weight
350g ± 3%  

(without battery)

Outdoor UseIndoor Use
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CUBIX™ CROSS LINE LASER

1x Horizontal Line Vertical Line and
Return

Cross Line and Return

Model / SKU: STHT1-77340

Type (dot/line/rotary) Line

Leveling Type Self

Accuracy (line/rotary) ± 0.8mm@1m

Working Range with detector 8m

IP Rating IP50

•  Self Leveling Cross Lines: Projects bright 
horizontal & vertical lines onto flat surfaces 
for common leveling and alignment 
applications 

•  QuickLink™ Bracket and Mounting 
System: Versatile bracket links into multiple 
product mounting slots and ¼” thread 
Clamps on to multiple surfaces 

•  Range 40’ / Accuracy +/-5/16”: 
Performance supports common DIY and 
tradesman applications 

•  Locking Pendulum: For setting angled 
lines, To help prevent damage to internal 
components 

•  Compact, Lightweight Design 

Indoor Use

Compact, Lightweight Design

Locking Pendulum

Self Leveling 
Cross Lines

Range 40’ / Accuracy +/-5/16” 

Versatile bracket links into 
multiple product mounting slots 
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SLL360 LINE LASER 360° WITH CROSS

1x Horizontal Line Vertical Line and
Return

Cross Line and Return

Model / SKU: STHT1-77137

Type (dot/line/rotary) Line

Leveling Type Self

Accuracy (line/rotary) ± 0.8mm@1m

Working Range with detector 8m

IP Rating IP54

•  Automatic self leveling 

•  Simple push button operation 

    – Very easy to operate 

•  Laser line at 360° + 1 vertical line 

    allows a cross line on front of the unit 

•  No pulse diode 

•  Projects 360° degree self leveling line 

    – Gives an uninterrupted line just like a    
    rotating laser 

•  Specific Wall Mount bracket for fine 

    adjustments and can fit pole on 

•  Pendulum lock for safe transportation

Indoor Use

Laser line at 360° + 1 vertical line 

Projects 360° degree self leveling line 

Automatic self leveling 

Pendulum lock for safe transportation 
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3-BEAM SELF-LEVELLING CROSS LINE LASER

1x Horizontal Line Vertical Line and
Return

Cross Line and Return

Model / SKU: STHT1-77341

Type (dot/line/rotary) Line

Leveling Type Self

Accuracy (line/rotary) ± 0.5mm@1m

Working Range with detector 10m

IP Rating IP50

•  Self Leveling Cross Lines: Projects bright 
horizontal & vertical lines 

onto flat surfaces for common leveling and 
alignment applications 

•  90° Vertical Line: For an additional 
reference point for multiple 

applications 

•  QuickLink™ Bracket and Mounting 
System: Versatile bracket links 

into multiple product mounting slots and 
¼” thread, Clamps on to multiple surfaces 

•  Range 50’ / Accuracy +/- 3/16”: 
Performance supports common DIY 

and tradesman applications 

•  Locking Pendulum: For setting angled 
lines: To help prevent damage

to internal components 

•  Over-molded Grips: For comfort & control 

Indoor Use

Laser line at 360° + 1 vertical line 

Projects 360° degree self leveling line 

Automatic self leveling 

Pendulum lock for safe transportation 

Versatile bracket links into 
multiple product mounting slots 
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With precision optics and tough, rugged construction, 
STANLEY® optical levels offer high performance on site. 
The sealed design including dust protected levelling screws 
provides IP 54 rated, keeping the internal mechanism safe from 
contaminants. 

Working ranges of up to 107 metres enables reliable long 
distance leveling and measuring and features such as Stadia 
markings and optical peep site help to set points and levels 
quick and accurately over uneven terrain.

The optical levels come complete with professional tripod, mounts 
and accessories to provide dependable results every time.

OPTICAL LEVELS



MODEL / SKU
AL24DVP
1-77-160

AL32
1-77-245

KE
Y 

FE
AT

U
RE

S

Working range 90m 107m

Accuracy
2mm for 1km double run levelling /  

1.6mm @ 45m
1mm for 1km double run levelling /  

1.6mm @ 75m

Angular accuracy 1° DVP / GON 1° DVP / GON

Magni�cation x 24 x 32

Compensator type Automatic +/- 2° Automatic +/- 2°

Compensator accuracy +/- 0.8" +/- 6"

Compensator working range +/- 15' +/- 15'

Vial sensitivity 2mm 2mm

Clear objective aperture 36mm 40mm

Tripod & rod Included Included

IP Rating IP54 IP54

A
PP

LI
CA

TI
O

N
S

SI
TE

 L
AY

O
U

T

Levelling & foundation form work ◼ ◼
Surface levelling, gradings & drainage ◼ ◼
Levelling roads, paths and driveways & 
Landscaping

◼ ◼

FI
RS

T 
FI

X

Squaring up walls, doors and windows

Structural steelwork & scaffolding • •
Electrical & plumbing installation

SE
CO

N
D

 F
IX

Suspended ceilings & partition walling

Electrical layout, overhead lighting  
& multipoint alignment

Tracks, trunking and pipework

FI
N

IS
H

IN
G

Wallpapering, tiling & interior 
decorating

Kitchen & bathrooom installation

Shelving, cabinets, borders & dado rails

OPTICAL LEVELS SPECIFICATION

◼ IDEAL FOR     • SUITABLE FOR
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•  24x automatic optical level for foundation form 
work, leveling, grading and drainage

•  Magnetically dampened, wire hung compensator 
with in-transit lock for optimum accuracy & range

•  Large effective aperture with 30cm minimum focal 
range

•  Top mounted optical peepsight for ease of ranging

•  Right angle prism for easy bubble viewing

•  Large easy to use focusing knob

•  Fine adjustment knobs on left and right sides 
with friction-braked rotation for continuous easy 
horizontal movement

•  1:100 stadia for estimating distance

•  Available in 360 degree or 400 GON versions

•  Sealed, dust & water protected for working in all 
conditions (IP54)

•  5/8 thread aluminium 
tripod (97-162cm)

•  5m Measuring staff 
(EU or UK)

KIT CONTENTS:

AL24DVP AUTOMATIC OPTICAL LEVEL 24X ZOOM

Model / SKU: 1-77-160 (Cons)

Leveling type Manual

Working range 90m

Accuracy
2mm for 1km double run  
levelling / 1.6mm @ 50m

Angular accuracy 1° DVP / GON

Magnification x 24

Compensator type Automatic +/- 2°

Compensator 
accuracy +/- 0.8"

Compensator  
working range +/- 15'

Vial sensitivity 2mm

Clear objective 
aperture 36mm

Resolution 9 0mm

IP Rating IP54

Length 202mm

Weight 1.6 kg

Top optical peep sight for ease 
of ranging 

24x magnification with 90m 
range

Large easy-to-use, precise 
focussing knob

Fine adjustment knobs with 
friction-braked rotation

Magnetically dampened, wire 
hung compensator

Sealed unit rated to IP54 for 
oustide use

Outdoor Use
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•  32x automatic optical level for larger site 
setting out and levelling

•  Precision optics ensure accurate 
measurement over long distances

•  Large effective aperture with 30cm 
minimum focal range

•  Top mounted optical peepsight for ease 
of ranging

•  Right angle prism for easy bubble viewing

•  Large easy to use focusing knob

•  Fine adjustment knobs on left and right 
sides with friction-braked rotation for 
continuous easy horizontal movement

•  1:100 stadia for estimating distance

•  Available in 360 degree or 400 GON 
versions

•  Sealed, dust & water protected for 
working in all conditions (IP54)

•  5/8 thread aluminium 
tripod (97-162cm)

 

•  5m Measuring staff 
(EU or UK)

KIT CONTENTS:

AL32 FATMAX® AUTOMATIC OPTICAL LEVEL 32X ZOOM

Model / SKU: 1-77-245 (Gons)

Leveling type Manual

Working range 1m - 107m

Accuracy
2mm for 1km double run 
levelling / 1.6mm @ 75m

Angular accuracy 1° DVP / GON

Magnification x 32

Compensator type Automatic +/- 2°

Compensator accuracy +/- 6"

Compensator  
working range +/- 15'

Vial sensitivity 2mm

Clear objective aperture 40mm

Resolution 90mm

IP Rating IP54

Length 202mm

Weight 1.6 kg

Top optical peep sight for ease 
of ranging 

32x magni�cation with  
107m range

Large easy-to-use, precise 
focussing knob

Magnetically dampened, wire 
hung compensator

Sealed unit rated to IP54 for 
oustide use

Outdoor Use
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MEASURING
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1 542 3 76 8 9 10

a b b

1 542 3 76 8 9 10

a b b

TRUE LASER  
MEASURERS (TLMs)

MEASURING  
WHEELS

To ensure precise measurement of the site or task in hand, 
you need to make sure you use the right type of measuring 
tool. 

STANLEY® offer both true laser measurers (TLMs) for 
pinpoint accuracy with complex functions as well as 
measuring wheels for long distance measuring and 
surveying up to 9999m.

Like STANLEY® laser leveling tools, TLM’s use laser 
technology to ensure precise measurement. The laser (Light 
Amplification by Stimulated Emission Radiation) is emitted 
from the unit which then detects the reflection off the target.

The device then uses the time delay between emission and 
detection to calculate the distance.

TLMs can perform complex calculations to quickly work out 
different angles and distances.

These range from simple area and volume functions to more 
complicated calculations such as distances with obstructions, 
height tracking and stake out distances.

For more information, see overleaf.

Stanley detectors include features designed to give you all 
the information to work safely and professionally on site or 
off.

THE PRO’S 
ADVICE
ENSURE ACCURATE MEASUREMENT EVERY TIME

THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB LASER PRECISION WITH  
COMPLEX CALCULATIONS
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Digital Levelling 
Measurement 

Digital Point 
Finder & Zoom

4x

0.000
m

Backlit LCD 
Display

0.000
m

Audio Alert
0.000

m

Sealed Screen 
& Keypad

IP54

Folding Toe

TLM FEATURES

Backlit LCD display 
for low light 
conditions

Digital levelling 
measurement for 
floors, ramps etc.

Audio alert  
for quick and  
easy operation

Digital point �nder 
and 4x zoom with 
clear colour screen

Sealed screen & 
keypad protected 
to IP54

Folding toe  
for accurate  
corner/edge 
measurement
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1 542 3 76 8 9 10

a b b

1 542 3 76 8 9 10

a b b

1 542 3 76 8 9 10

a b b

1 542 3 76 8 9 10

a b b

1 542 3 76 8 9 10

a b b

1 542 3 76 8 9 10

a b b

1 542 3 76 8 9 10

a b b

1 542 3 76 8 9 10

a b b

1 542 3 76 8 9 10

a b b

1 542 3 76 8 9 10

a b b

1  DISTANCE

Measure distances up to 200m depending 
on model 

8  DISTANCE WITH OBSTRUCTION

Use the internal inclination sensor to 
calculate distances even with obstructions

2  AREA

Calculate the area of a ceiling or floor with 
just two measurements

9  TRIANGULAR AREA 
MEASUREMENT 

Calculate corner angles from three 
distance measurements

3  VOLUME

Room volumes are calculated 
automatically using only three 
measurements

10  PARTIAL HEIGHT

(PYTHAGORAS CALCULATION 3)

Get accurate measurements of partial 
heights for measuring walls and windows 
or balconies

4   HEIGHT 

(PYTHAGORAS CALCULATION 1)

Measure heights at a distance using two 
measurements

7  HEIGHT TRACKING

Unit operates like a tape measure, 
continuosly measuring all heights between 
the unit and the targeted points

5   COMBINED HEIGHT

(PYTHAGORAS CALCULATION 2)

Measure combined heights of walls both 
above and below the horizontal

11  STAKE OUT FUNCTION

Two different distances (a and b) can be 
entered and can then be used to mark 
off de�ned measured lengths, e.g. in the 
construction of wood frames

6  TRACKING

Unit operates like a tape measure, 
continuosly measuring all distances 
between the unit and the targeted points

For more information and to see them in use,  
visit www.stanleylasers.com

Check the product comparator opposite to see which model 
in the range is the best for you. 

To help make your selection, shown below are typical 
calculations that can be made by the models in the range. 

TRUE LASER  
MEASURE (TLM)
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MODEL / SKU

TLM65 
(STHT1-77032)

TLM99 
(STHT1-77138)

TLM99S 
(STHT1-77343)

TLM165 
(STHT1-77139)

TLM330 
(STHT1-77140)

KE
Y 

FE
AT

U
RE

S

Range (Min / Max) 0.21 - 20m 0.1 - 30m 0.1 - 30m 0.1 - 50m 0.05 - 100m

Accuracy ± 1.5mm  ± 1.0mm 

Inclination sensor ✔ ✔ ✔ - ✔

Protection level IP40 IP40 IP40 IP54 IP54

Display type Dot Dot Dot 2 line 3 line

Backlight ✔ ✔

Audible alert ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Calculator with +/- function ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Memory storage (level) 5 20

Timer - 0-60 secs

Folding toe ✔ ✔

Digital 4 x zoom - -

Automatic switch off (Laser / Unit) 120 secs 90 secs 90 secs 90 / 180 secs 90 / 180 secs

Measurements per set of batteries up to 3000 up to 3000 up to 3000 up to 3000 up to 5000

Batteries included ✔ ✔

Tripod mounting thread (1/4“) - ✔

Includes carry pouch ✔ ✔

  

1  Distance ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

2  Area ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

3  Volume ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

4  Height ✔ ✔

5  Combined height ✔ ✔

6  Tracking ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

7  Height tracking - ✔

8  Distance with obstruction - ✔

9  Triangular area measurement - ✔

10  Partial height - ✔

11  Stake out function - ✔

TRUE LASER MEASURE SPECIFICATION

◼ IDEAL FOR     • SUITABLE FOR * With li-ion batteries

TLM165 TLM330TLM99STLM65 TLM99
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• Range 65’ (20m)

• Accuracy +/- 1/8”

• Simple 2-button design for intuitive point  
   and click measuring

• Measurers distance, calculates area and  
   volume

• Automatic calculations make job estimates  
   quick and easy

• Instantly calculates square footage of a  
   room or space

• Continuous measurement to help find  
   target distance quickly and easily

Instantly calculates square 
footage of a room or space

20M range ideal for DIY use

Simple 2-Button design 
for intuitive point and 

click measuring

Quick and easy to use 
model with distance, area 

and volume functions

One touch operation

TrackingArea VolumeDistance

Indoor Use

TLM65 LASER DISTANCE MEASURER

Model / SKU: STHT1-77032

Type (dot/line/rotary) Dot

Accuracy (dot) ± 3,0 mm

Working Range 0,21 - 20 m

IP Rating IP40

Batteries (included) 2xAAA (1.5V)
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• Accuracy +/- 3/32” (2mm)

• Measures distance, calculates area &     
   volume

• Automatic calculations make job          
   estimates quick & easy

• Continuous measurement tracking        
   function �nds distance from a target      
   quickly & easily

• Addition/subtraction convenient way      
  to calculate in the �eld without a     
  calculator or manual math

TrackingArea VolumeDistance

Model / SKU: STHT1-77138

Type (dot/line/rotary) Dot

Accuracy (dot) ± 2,0 mm

Working Range 0,1 - 30 m

IP Rating IP40

Batteries (included) 2xAAA (1.5V)

Automatic calculations make 
job estimates quick & easy 

Accuracy +/- 3/32” (2mm) 

Continuous measurement 
tracking function �nds distance 
from a target quickly & easily 

Measures distance, 
calculates area & volume

TLM99 LASER DISTANCE MEASURE

Indoor Use
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• Range of up to 30m and accuracy of       
   +/- 2mm

• The perfect DIY companion for home   
   remodeling projects

TrackingArea VolumeDistance

Model / SKU: STHT1-77343

Type (dot/line/rotary) Dot

Accuracy (dot) ± 2,0 mm

Working Range 0,1 - 30 m

IP Rating IP40

Batteries (included) 2xAAA (1.5V)

The perfect DIY companion for 
home remodeling projects 

Range of up to 30m and 
accuracy of +/- 2mm 

TLM99S TRUE LASER MEASURE (30M)

Indoor Use
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Range of up to 50m
Backlit display for 
better visibilty

Performs 5 functions plus 
addition / subtraction 
calculator

Rated to IP54
0.000

m

Backlit LCD 
Display

0.000
m

Sealed Screen 
& Keypad

IP54

0.000
m

Audio Alert Folding Toe

•  Increased 50m range with multiple 
functions & calculations

•  Features memory storage and 5 functions 
making it ideal for joinery and larger 
projects

• Backlit 2 line display

• 5 memory storage function

•  Addition / subtraction calculator

•  Toe end piece for accurate positioning in 
to corners

•  Rated to IP54 providing resistance to dust 
and water splashes

• Includes storage pouch

TLM165 TRUE LASER MEASURE (50M)

Model / SKU: TLM165 / STHT1-77139

Range (Min / Max) 0.1 - 50m

Accuracy ± 1.5mm

Laser diode 635 nm, < 1 mW

Laser class 2

Functions 1  2  3  4  5  6

Timer -

Display 2 Line

Display backlight ✔

Beep ✔

IP Rating IP54

Weight (with batteries) 100g

No. of languages 27

Auto switch off  
(Laser / Unit)

90 / 180 sec.

Measurements per set  
of batteries

up to 3000

Batteries (included) 2xAAA (1.5V)

Outdoor UseIndoor Use
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Includes toe end 
piece for accuracy

Range of up to 100m
Backlit display for 
better visibilty

Includes inclination 
sensor 

Performs complex calculations 
for professional use including 
height tracking

Rated to IP54
0.000

m

Backlit LCD 
Display

Digital Levelling 
Measurement 

0.000
m

Sealed Screen 
& Keypad

IP54

0.000
m

Audio Alert Folding Toe

•  Professional model for advanced 
measuring

•  100m range and inclination sensor for 
indirect distance and height measurement

•  Makes light work of even the most 
complex calculations

•  Backlit 3 line display for better visibility

• Keypad lock

• 20 memory storage function

•  Tripod mounting thread for precision 
measurements on site

•  Toe end piece for accurate positioning

• Includes storage pouch

TLM330 TRUE LASER MEASURE (100M)

Model / SKU: TLM330 / STHT1-77140

Range (Min / Max) 0.05 - 100m

Accuracy ± 1mm

Laser diode 635 nm, < 1 mW

Laser class 2

Functions
1  2  3  4  5

6  7  8  9  10  11

Timer 0-60 sec.

Display 3 Line

Display backlight ✔

Beep ✔

IP Rating IP54

Weight (with batteries) 110g

No. of languages 27

Auto switch off  
(Laser / Unit)

90 / 180 sec.

Measurements per set  
of batteries

up to 5000

Batteries (included) 2xAAA (1.5V)

Outdoor UseIndoor Use
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STANLEY® measuring wheels (also called surveying wheels) have been 
designed to provide accurate long distance measurement in  a range of 
different applications.

The small, compact 49mm wheel diameter of the MW20M makes it 
ideal for measuring internal spaces whereas the larger wheel diameter 
models are designed for larger distances for surveying outside areas.

If portability is a key required function, the MW40M offers a telescopic 
handle for compact storage when not in use.

The STANLEY® FATMAX® MW55 models are the premium measuring 
wheels in the range and have a steel frame and choice of either solid  
steel or spoked wheels, making them perfect for use on tougher terrain.

MEASURING WHEELS

•  Durable traditional counter measuring wheel with heavy duty metal  

folding handle

•  Die cast aluminium wheel with wear resistant rubber tread for improved 

traction & longer life

• Folding wheel mount and kick stand

• Rubber hand grip for maximum durability

• 5 digit counter with manual reset button for superb accuracy

• Gear driven counter with tough plastic housing

MW40M COUNTER MEASURING WHEEL

Range 9999.99m

Wheel diameter 318mm

Wheel type spoke

Accuracy +/- 1% typically

Units of measurement metres / centimetres

Display counter

Battery type -

Battery life -

Model / SKU: MW40M / 1-77-174

Pro rating out of 5

Outdoor UseIndoor Use

MEASURING WHEELSMEASURING WHEELS
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DETECTING



AVOID CABLES PREVENT DAMAGE LOCATE STUDS CHECK MOISTURE

Detect wood and 
metal studs for 
accurate working.

Scan mode to 
quickly locate and 
identify materials 
with increased 
precision.

Detect wood, 
metal studs and 
copper pipe for 
accurate working.

Detect stud edges 
for quick and 
accurate marking 
out.

Detect live AC 
cables up to 
51mm depth.

Detect stud 
centres for fast 
and precise 
location of 
suitable �xing 
points.

Laser level 
function for 
�nding, marking 
and �xing.

Detects moisture  
in timber.

Detects moisture  
in masonry.

Detects moisture  
in drywall.

THE PRO’S 
ADVICE
KNOW WHAT YOU’RE WORKING WITH

Preparation is key to any professional job - large or small. 

Often it’s the difference between a sound job completed quickly and 
a problem job needing more work or repair. 

In the case of electrical  installations, the potential hazards could also 
prove highly dangerous.  Moisture levels can also change material 
speci�cations and build schedules - important to know before you 
start the job. 

PREPARATION

STANLEY® detectors generate small electrical impulses that are 
passed through an object and then received back by the unit. 
The amount of resistance encountered by the electrical impulse is 
calibrated by the unit and displayed to give the user a reading. 

Depending on the speci�c type of detector this may indicate wood, 
metal, live electrical cable or even moisture content.

HOW DO DETECTORS WORK?

SENSORS

Sensors (also known as stud sensors) are principally used to 
determine the location of hidden studs and bracing beneath drywall.

Many sensors are also able to detect the presence of hidden metal, 
buried cable and pipes and other potential hazards prior to drilling or 
�xing into a wall.

MOISTURE DETECTOR

Using the same principal, moisture detectors provide information to 
pinpoint moisture build up in wood, masonry and drywall allowing 
for remedial action to be taken.

TYPES OF DETECTORS

DETECTOR FEATURES

Stanley detectors include features designed to give you all the 
information to work safely and professionally on site or off. 

Detect wood and 
metal studs for 
accurate working.

Detect Wood 
& Metal Studs

Detect live AC 
cables up to 
51mm depth.

Detect Live 
Cables

51mm

Detect stud edges 
for quick and 
accurate marking 
out.

Detect Stud 
Edges

Detect wood, 
metal studs and 
copper pipe for 
accurate working.

Detect Wood, Metal 
Studs & Pipework

Scan mode to 
quickly locate and 
identify materials 
with increased 
precision.

Scan Mode

Detects moisture 
in timber.

Detect Moisture
in Timber

Laser level 
function for 
�nding, marking 
and �xing.

Laser Level

Detects moisture 
in masonry.

Detect Moisture
in Masonry

Detects moisture 
in drywall.

Detect Moisture
in Concrete

Detect stud 
centres for fast 
and precise 
location of 
suitable �xing 
points.

Detect Stud 
Centres
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Need to �nd the edge or centre of a stud support? No problem.

STANLEY® Sensors will detect the stud so that you can be sure of a 
�rm �xing or even detect pipework and cables to avoid damage.

The Intellisensor® Pro model also features an in-built laser level plus 
detachable second laser for creating a cross line guide letting you 
locate, mark out and install with one accurate guide.

The range has been designed with simple push-button operation, 
automatic calibration and one-pass technology to make them quick and 
easy to operate. 

Choose from models with simple LED indicators to fully featured backlit 
LCD models to get the job done the smart way. 

STUD SENSORS SPECIFICATION

MODEL / SKU

S300  
FMHT0-77407

SP
EC

IF
IC

AT
IO

N

Marking channel LED -

Laser beam with vials for levelling -

Detachable Laser pod 
for cross lines

-

Laser Accuracy -

Laser line length -

Display type SCREEN

Battery type (not included) 9v

KE
Y 

FU
N

CT
IO

N
S

Wood & metal stud  detection 38mm max

AC live wire detection 51mm max

AC visual & audio alert ✔

Scan mode ✔

Scan mode - ferrous metal detection 75mm max

Scan mode - non-ferrous metal  
& copper detection

38mm max

Scan mode - AC detection 51mm max

Detects stud edges -

Detects stud centres ✔

STUD SENSORS
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38
mm

38
mm

38
mm

51
mm

75
mm

*

Includes scan mode  
for increased precision

Detects wood and metal  
studs for accurate working

Lit LCD screen for 
improved visability

*ferrous metals in scan mode only

Detect Live 
Cables

51mm

Detect Wood, Metal 
Studs & Pipework Scan Mode

Detect Stud 
Centres

•  The S300 is the pro’s choice for stud 
detection. This fully featured model 
includes a backlit LCD for easy reading 
in low light conditions and can detect 
stud centres up to 38mm depth.

•  Including AC live wire detection up to 
51mm, it also includes a scan mode 
for precise detection up to 75mm for 
ferrous metals and 38mm for copper - 
ideal for pipework detection.

•  Detects wood/metal stud centres up to 
38mm

• Lit LCD screen with centre finder

• Audio / visual live AC detection alert

S300 STUD SENSOR

Model / SKU: S300 / FMHT0-77407

Wood & metal stud 
detection 

38mm max

AC live wire detection 51mm max

AC visual & audio alert ✔

Scan mode ✔

Scan mode - ferrous  
metal detection

75mm max

Scan mode - non-ferrous 
metal & copper detection

38mm max

Scan mode - AC detection 51mm max

Detects stud edges -

Detects stud centres ✔

Marking channel LED -

Display type SCREEN

Battery type  
(not included)

9v

Outdoor UseIndoor Use
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Pro rating out of 5

Determining moisture levels in building materials can make the 
difference between a professional �nish or a compromised build.

Moisture build up in masonry can lead to poor adhesion of second 
fix materials and finishes. In timber, high moisture levels can result 
in �t and �nish problems, delaying build schedules and impacting on 

construction schedules and project costs.

Accurate values on moistutre levels in masonry, timber and other 
building materials gives you the information you need to tackle any 
issues - right from the start.

Accurate LCD display for 
precise readings

Safety cap to protect pins

Includes storage pouch for 
added protection

Detect Moisture
in Timber

Detect Moisture
in Masonry

Detect Moisture
in Concrete

•  The Stanley moisture meter provides 
accurate readings in wood and masonry 
with two 8mm replaceable detection pins

•  The backlit LCD display indicates the 
moisture level on a bar graph showing 
results quickly and effectively.

•  Measures moisture in wood from  
6-44%. Readings over 15% are 
suspicious and need investigating,  
over 20% indicate decay.

•  Measures moisture in masonry from 
0.2%-2%. Readings over 1.5% are 
suspicious and need investigating.

MOISTURE DETECTOR

SKU: 0-77-030N

Detection range /  
accuracy (wood)

6 - 44% (+/-2%)

Detection range / 
accuracy  
(building materials)

0.2 - 2.0% (+/-0.1%)

Electrode pins 2 x 8mm

Display type Backlit LCD

Battery type  
(not included)

3 x CR-2032

MOISTURE DETECTION

Outdoor UseIndoor Use
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CAMERA TRIPOD

• Can be used with lasers with 1/4” thread
• Adjustable height from 44cm – 119cm for convenience
• Compact and stable

Description

1-77-201 Camera Tripod Box 2

• Accuracy 1mm/m
• Can be used up to 30m
• Audible 20mm display screen

LINE DETECTOR WITH CLAMP

LASER GLASSES

• Laser Glasses designed to enhance the brightness of the laser line internally and externally
• Suitable for all lasers

Description

1-77-171 Laser Glasses Box 10

Description

1-77-023 Detector for Line Lasers Box 1

The accessories available in the STANLEY® laser range are designed to 
help you get the most out of your tools and give you the spare parts you 
need when working on-site.

Lightweight and robust tripods and pole mounts provide additional on-
site accuracy and capabilities for small line levels and hand held TLM’s 

and larger tripods give added stability and for rotary levels. 

Remote controls allow one man operation, minimising manpower for 
quick results. Additional targets and detectors can extend the practical 
working ranges and capabilities  of rotary, line or spot lasers.

ACCESSORIES

LASER POLE, GLASSES & TRIPOD

3.6M EXTENSION POLE

• Can be used with lasers with 1/4” thread
• Extends up to 3.6m
• Can be used externally with tri-legs supplied

Description

1-77-022 3.6m Extension Pole Box 5
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PRODUCT COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

1-77-161

AR51
Measuring staff Alu 5m (euro version)

Measuring staff designed to provide height 
and distance readings used in conjunction with 
optical levels, rotating lasers and line lasers

Rotary Laser
1-77-496, 1-77-429,
1-77-439, 1-77-497

1-77-427

Optical Laser
1-77-160 
1-77-245

06-TLM-ROD

2.5m Extension rod

Direct reading.
Allows the user to read different heights,  
positive or negative: Red “too high” - Silver  
“too low” Extendable height height from 1.37m 
to 2.50m

Cross Laser
1-77-320 
1-77-321

Multi Laser
1-77-322

Rotary Laser
1-77-427, 1-77-439
1-77-496, 1-77-497

1-77-171

GL1
Laser Glasses

These are NOT certified safety glasses. These 
glasses are ONLY used to enhance the visibility 
of the beam in brighter environments or at 
greater distances from laser source.

Cross Laser
1-77-320 
1-77-321

Multi Laser
1-77-322

Rotary Laser
1-77-496, 1-77-429,
1-77-439, 1-77-497,

1-77-427

1-77-170

GT1
Laser Grid Target

Spot Laser
1-77-318
1-77-319

Cross Laser
1-77-320
1-77-321

Multi Laser
1-77-322

Rotary Laser
1-77-496, 1-77-429
1-77-439, 1-77-497

1-77-427

LASER TARGETS, GLASSES & MEASURING STAFFS
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PRODUCT COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

1-77-201

Camera tripod 1/4” 

Height : 60 to 150 cm
Spot Laser

1-77-318 
1-77-319

Cross Laser
1-77-320 
1-77-321

TLM
STHT1-77140 

1-77-116

TPM1 (1-77-131)

TPM1 
Aluminium Tripod 5/8”

Aluminium Tripod with a 5/8” thread. 
Extends from X-Y

Cross Laser
1-77-320 
1-77-321

Multi Laser
1-77-322

TP1 (1-77-164)

TPE1
Aluminium Tripod 5/8”, 119-292cm

Aluminium Tripod with a 5/8” thread designed 
for use with rotating lasers and optical levels. 
Extends from 119cm to 292cm in height.

Rotary Laser
1-77-496, 1-77-429, 1-77-439

1-77-497, 1-77-427

Optical Laser
1-77-160 
1-77-245

TP1 (1-77-163)

TP1 
Aluminium Tripod 5/8", 97-162cm

Aluminium Tripod with a 5/8” thread designed  
for use with rotating lasers and optical levels. 
Extends from 97 cm to 160 cm in height.

Rotary Laser
1-77-496, 1-77-429, 1-77-439

1-77-497, 1-77-427

Multi Laser
1-77-322

Optical Laser
1-77-160
1-77-245

1-77-192

Mini Tripod 1/4"

Mini Tripod with a 1/4” thread designed 
for use with line lasers. Spot Laser

1-77-318 
1-77-319

Cross Laser
1-77-320 
1-77-321

TLM
STHT1-77140 

1-77-116

TPVM (1-77-172)

TPVM
Wall mounting bracket  
with 5/8” bracket

Wall mounting bracket with a 5/8” thread  
designed to mount a rotating laser against
an upright surface.

Cross Laser
1-77-320, 1-77-321

Rotary Laser
1-77-427

LGA1 (1-77-168)

LGA1 
Grading Adaptor

Rotary Laser
1-77-497 
1-77-427

TRIPODS, POLES & BRACKETS
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PRODUCT COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

1-77-128

Adaptor 1/4”-5/8”

Aluminium multi-purpose Adapter (silver) 
with 1/4” female & 5/8” male threads.

All models with 5/8” thread

1-77-024

Thread Adaptor 5/8” - 5/8”

Aluminium multi-purpose adapter Post (black) 
with support washer, 5/8” female & 5/8” 
male threads.

All models with 5/8” thread

1-77-184

MPOLE 
Laser pole

Height : 3,30m
Cross Laser

1-77-320

1-77-221

Laserpole 3m

Laserpole with magnetic foot Cross Laser
1-77-320 
1-77-321

Multi Laser
1-77-322

1-77-022

3.6m Extension pole 

3.6m Extension pole with tripod legs to allow 
use where overhead bracing is not available. Cross Laser

1-77-320 
1-77-321

Multi Laser
1-77-322

TRIPODS, POLES & BRACKETS
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PRODUCT COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

PRODUCT COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

1-77-135

BAT AA

Rechargeable batteries AA (4) Spot Laser
1-77-318 
1-77-319

Cross Laser
0-77-218, 1-77-320

1-77-321
Multi Laser

1-77-322

1-77-132

LD200 (1-77-132) 

Detector for Rotating Laser Rotary Laser
1-77-496, 1-77-429,  
1-77-439, 1-77-497

1-77-136

BAT C 

Rechargeable batteries C (4) Rotary Laser
1-77-496, 1-77-429, 1-77-439,  

1-77-497, 1-77-427

1-77-134

RC100 (1-77-134)

Remote Control 40m Rotary Laser
1-77-496, 1-77-429, 1-77-439,  

1-77-497, 1-77-427

1-77-127

CLRL100

Mains charger
Multi Laser

1-77-322

Rotary Laser
1-77-496, 1-77-429, 1-77-439

1-77-497, 1-77-427

1-77-133

RLD400 (1-77-133)

Detector for Rotating Laser Laser Cross
1-77-320 
1-77-321

Laser Multi
1-77-322

BATTERIES & CHARGERS

REMOTES & DETECTORS
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All STANLEY® laser products are supplied with a 1 year 

warranty from the date of purchase and our warranty covers 

manufacturing defects, but excludes general wear and tear.

We advise that you have your STANLEY® laser product 

serviced annually and calibrated every 6 months to ensure 

precise measurement.

All repairs are carried out to a high standard by a STANLEY® 

trained Service Technician.

If your product is malfunctioning within or outside the 

warranty period please get in touch with your nearest After 

Sales Service Agent - refer to the addresses opposite to find 

your nearest agent.

You can also visit www.2helpU.com where you can �nd: 

•  Your nearest STANLEY® After Sales Service Agent

•  The latest information about our spare parts

•  Drawings, exploded views and instructions manuals

•  Our full warranty policy

WARRANTY REPAIR AND 
CALIBRATION SERVICE
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